into W which is a boundary in W 1 ? The answer is yes, if n > 2m . The difference between the two problems is that, in our case, the embedding from M into N is fixed.
There is an obvious necessary condition for the existence of W, when M and Λf are oriented manifolds.
Let Generally, the converse in not true, but sometimes the vanishing of [M, i] guarantees the existence of W, for example if the codimension n -m is large.
We prove the following theorem. , n> m+ 1, be a closed transformation group and let JQ ^ BG be the classifying fiber bundle of (n-m-l)-vector bundles which have a (7-structure.
Let us consider MG the Thorn space of JQ . We have:
. Let us consider now N n to be a closed connected manifold which we assume to be oriented if G c SO(rc -m -1). (If (7 £ SO(« -m -1) we drop the orientability hypothesis.)
Let M m c N n be a closed submanifold and let us suppose that the normal fiber bundle u M of M in N has a cross section s, nowhere zero, such that VM = {$} ®ζ, where {s} is a subbundle generated by s and £ is a (n-m-l)-vector bundle endowed with a G-structure.
We shall say that a submanifold W c N satisfies condition (*) if it has the properties:
(i) dW = M and s is the inward-pointing vector field on d W.
(ii) the normal fiber bundle vψ has a (/-structure which agrees with the given (/-structure of ξ over M. [6] . We shall take π m _ w _i(MG) as the cohomology coefficient group. Let e e H n~m -ι (MG) be the fundamental class of the space MG. We know that f*(e) = α, where a is the dual class of S^M) and μM is the fundamental class of M. _ If /: ^4 -• MG extends to a map f:X-> MG, then_we can suppose, up to homotopy, that / is differentiate in I-/~ι(oo) and that / is transversal to BG. Taking W\ = / (BG) we obtain a submanifold of X whose boundary is s(M).
Let us observe that this submanifold can be extended to a submanifold W which satisfies condition (*).
We conclude then that there exists W, satisfying (*), if and only if / extends to X.
The class δf*(e) is the obstruction to the extension of / to the {n -m)-skeleton of X, where δ:
Consider the commutative diagram:
We conclude that the primary obstruction to the extension of /, up to duality, is the element
. Hence, we have: PROPOSITION 
/ extended to the (n -m)-skeleton of X if, and only if s*{μ M ) = 0 in H m (N -M).
Assuming that s*(μM) = 0, let us consider two cases:
Here, / extends up to the (n -m + l)-skeleton of X, because π n -m (MG) = 0 and, if n -m = 2, then / extends to all of X since MO{\) is a ϋΓ(Z 2 , 1) space.
G = SO(n-m-1).
Since π n -m +i(MG) = 0, / = 0,1,2, / extends up to the (n -m + 3)-skeleton of X. Hence, if dimM < 3, / extends.
On the other hand, if n -m = 2 or 3 then MG is a K(%, 1) or jfiΓ(Z, 2), respectively. In any case, / extends globally.
Oriented ambiental bordism.
From now on, all manifolds and submanifolds will be considered to be oriented. 
H m -n (M) where [Λf, £] isthesetof homotopy classes of cross-sections, ξ([s]) -s*(θg ) φ([s]) = Θ Ί -θj, is Poincare duality and last line is a portion of the generalized Gysin sequence. We define ψ: [M, E] -> //^(-E) by ψ([s]) = s s^{ μ M ) -S*(VM) and observe that ψ = D o ψ.
If m < n + 1 or rc = 1, then the function ζ is onto and so the image of ψ is the kernel of π*. This fact will be applied in the proof of Proposition 4.3 below, where the fiber bundle to be considered is S{VM) -• M. 
>H m {N-M) -±-+ H m (N)
where s* = U(SQ ) and /* is induced by the inclusion S{v M ) ( 
N-M).
We have j*s*(μ M ) = i*π*s^(μ M ) = 0 implying that s*{μ M ) belongs to the kernel of 7* which is the image of d:
Let us consider the following commutative diagram:
It follows that there exists an element μ e H m (S{y M )) such that μ e Kerπ* and 7* = s*(μ M ) -Since im^ = kerπ*, there exists a cross-section r:
Hence, the image of r: Λf -• S{VM) is homologous to zero in N-M.
A theorem on ambiental bordism. Let us consider Ω 7 (iV) to be the jth bordism group of N.
If Hj(N) = 0, 0 < j < m -3, it is possible using the bordism spectual sequence [2] In the proof of Theorem 5.2, we are going to use the following lemma, which has been proved in [1] (the proof, if q > m, is due to Thorn [6] ). Let v w and v M be the normal fiber bundles of W in N x I and of M in N, respectively. We can also suppose that u w \Mx0 = u M .
Let us consider W c Nx R to be the double of W and let i:W -> iVxl and 7':iVxIR->TF->7VxR be inclusion maps.
Since i*{μψ) C im j*, then W has a normal vector field which is nowhere zero in N x R up to the 3-skeleton of W.
Hence, there exists a 2-dimensional oriented vector bundle ξ over M such that v M \M^ =ξ®^1. Let us consider e to be the Euler class of ξ in H 2 (M^) and let e e H 2 (M) be such that io*(e) = e, where /: M^ -> M is the inclusion map.
Let f be a 2-dimensional vector bundle over M such that its Euler class is e. Let us observe that ξ\M^ = ξ.
Let /, g: M -• BSO(3) be classifying maps ξθ^1 and z^/> respectively.
Since the Euler classes of <* ® W x and of v M are equal, then their second Stiefel-Whitney classes are equal.
Let p\ be the Pontryagin class of the classifying fiber bundle γ -• BSO (3) and let e be the Euler class of γ. Since f*{β x ) = g*(βχ). Hence, the vector bundles ξ θ ^ι and v M are equivalent [3] . D 
